OXYGEN ON THE EVEREST FLIGHT
valve, which also comprised a safety valve, its function being
to reduce the pressure from the high figure of 120 atmospheres
to that at which the aviator wished to breathe it. The next
stage takes it through the electrical heater, a cylindrical arrange-
ment heated by a coil of electric wire, connected to a plug and
socket. In succession it comes to the flow-meter, an instrument
designed to show rate of flow of the current of low-pressure
gas along its piping. Contrary to expectation, this little dial is
not graduated in litres per minute, but in tens of thousands of
feet of altitude. The wider the handle of the regulating-valve
is turned, the more gas passes through the flow-meter, and the
greater height is registered by its needle. The aviator therefore
needs only to adjust the regulating valve until the reading of
the flow-meter corresponds to the reading of the altimeter of
the aeroplane. He anticipates the reading of the altimeter and
gives himself sufficient oxygen for 5,000 feet as soon as he
leaves the ground, increases this to the 10,000 feet rate when
he reaches 5,000 and so on successively.
From the flow-meter the gas is ready to breathe and passes
to a bayonet joint mounted on the instrument board. Into this
is plugged a detachable tee socket which can be easily pushed
in or pulled out by the pilot or observer, as the case may be,
and secured only by a quarter turn. To this is connected a
flexible tubing carrying the gas to the actual mask from which
he breathes it. Several varieties of tubing have been tried, one
of plain rubber, but with certain disadvantages of its own;
another of petroflex, excellent except for being stiff and heavy.
In the case of the observer, at least, it tends for this reason to
push the mask off his face. In the actual flight, we used flexible
metallic tubing, four and a half feet long in the case of the pilot,
and nine feet in that of the observer. This answered well,
except with one of the observers, who broke his pipe by tread-
ing on it, a test it was scarcely designed to withstand. Possibly,
the ideal arrangement would be that the first half of the ob-
server's pipe, should be of flexible metallic tube, the balance of
petroflex.
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